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• Where are we coming from? Short history of the package

• EGD Map & Chart

• Key files (ETS, Effort Sharing, CBAM, Hydrogen, Sustainable finance)

• Financing of the green transition

• Social and consumers impacts

• Institutional architecture and next steps (process)

Guiding structure
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• Lisbon Strategy (2000-2010) Innovation, sustainability, social cohesion
• Kyoto Protocol to the UNFCCC 1997

• Europe 2020: smart, sustainable and inclusive growth
• Emissions Trading System (20/20/20 target)
• DG CLIMA est. 2009 
• INDC to Paris Agreement 2014

• J.C. Juncker Commission (2014 – 2019)
• Paris Agreement 2015
• Energy Union
• Clean Planet for All

• U. v. der Leyen Commission (2019-2024) Climate neutrality enshrined in the 
Climate Law.
• European Green Deal

Short history - EU Strategies



• The European Councils negotiations 2019 and 2020:

(2050 neutrality target, recovery and 2030 target)

•2030 climate target plan

•COVID Recovery adjustments

•Agreement on the Climate Law

• Fit for 55 package – 14 July 2021

Initial proposal evolution:
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Fit for 55 clusters 
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Fit for 55 mapping of interactions 
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ETS
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CBAM
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Effort Sharing Regulation
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Effort Sharing MS targets
Including transport and buildings (new ETS-Sectors)
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Hydrogen
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Social fund
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• Estimations:
• 2.8% GDP (from current 2% investments in the energy 

infrastructure)
• € 520-575 billion annually (Clean Planet for All Communication)
• 4000 EUR per capita in the EU?? (MFF and NextGen 2tn)

• Sources:
• Financial public sources (MFF, Next Gen EU, Social Fund, ETS 

Revenues, CBAM)
• Financing for private investments considering the limitations of 

the Sustainable Finance and Taxonomy Regulation
• The role of EU Bank (EIB)

Green transition – how much will it cost?
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• The EU’s exceptional climate ambition in the context of the EGD (-55% in 2030
and Net Zero in 2050) will have social consequences. The EU is trying to make this
transition fair, leaving no one behind.

• The 2 types of social consequences caused by the green transition:
1. Regional: certain energy-intensive sectors and regions in the EU will have an

irreversible decline in economic output and employment level
2. Systemic: increased energy and transport costs bringing to energy poverty and

mobility challenges

• In order to start addressing these issues and to reconcile the transition with social
justice, the European Commission launched a number of initiatives that aim to help
workers and households with tailored financial and practical support:

• Just Transition Mechanism
• Modernization Fund
• Social Climate Fund

Just Transition in the European Green Deal (EGD)



Social impacts and consumers choices
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• Use less the car. Walk, cycle and use public transport more often?

• Travel less by plane or replace it by less emitting alternatives, such as train travel or 
video conferencing

• Change your diet towards a more healthy and less carbon intensive one 

• Avoid overconsumption, by changing demand for appliances, clothing and other 
products

• Switch to product-as-a-service business models (e.g. leasing rather than owning 
products) or other circular business models (e.g. sharing)

• Move to a more energy and material efficient building

• Reduce and recycle more your waste 



Institutional architecture (by sectoral measure)
TRACKER
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Emissions trading ENERGY Equity Sinks Transport Own Resources

ETS RED ESR LULUCF CO2 cars ETS

MSR EED Social Fund Forest Strategy Alternative fuel 
infrastructure

CBAM

ETS aviation ETD CO2 cars Aviation fuels

CBAM EPBD Maritime fuels

Gas package

VP F. Timmermans K. Simson
P. Gentilioni

VP F. Timmermans J. Wojciechowski A. Valean
VP F. Timmermans

J. Hahn

CLIMA / ENVI ENER / ITRE / 
TAXUD

CLIMA / ENVI CLIMA / AGRI MOVE / CLIMA BUDGET

Timeline: September – December Work program: Council, European Parliament atrributing Committees 



• Next Steps in the European Parliament:
• Distribution of files in the Commitees 
• Appointing Rapporteurs, shadow rap., opinions

• Next Steps in the EU Council:
• Presentation of the Package in the Council
• Orientation debates among climate / environment ministers
• Start of work on adopting the position – Slovenian Presidency

• Next Steps in the European Commission:
• Summary of the feedback to the Fit for 55

• Where the political capital will be invested and debate focus mostly?
• Initial support: Renew Europe, Socialists, Greens;
• Partially: EPP and ECR, GUE
• Sceptics: ID

Next steps / Process
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Guiding question / reflection:
• What is the balance between regulation and markets?
• What is the main instrument of the package?
• Are targets and rules overcoming the importance of carbon pricing? 

Example of overlaps: 
• Consequences of maintaining recently introduced ETS sectors in the ESR
• Consistency between sectors?

Interpretation of the package
• There are two main ways to present the package, focusing on each sector 

or type of policy measure (pricing, targets, rules, financing)

Draft conclusions
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• What will be the EU political economy landscape in the EU 
after the package?

• How much of a market economy will be there after the 
package?

• What are going to be the social impacts of the package?

• Is there an overarching coherence between the different 
files of the package?

Guiding questions on the EGD package
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Thank	you!


